Most epidemiological studies examine how risk factors relate to average difference in outcomes (linear regression) or odds a binary outcome (logistic regression); they do not explicitly examine whether risk factors are associated differentially across the distribution of the health outcome investigated. This paper documents a phenomenon found repeatedly in the minority of epidemiological studies which do this (via quantile regression) -associations between a range of established risk factors and body mass index (BMI) are progressively stronger in the upper ends of the BMI distribution. In this paper, we document this finding and provide illustrative evidence of it in a single dataset (the 1958 British birth cohort study). Associations of low childhood socioeconomic position, high maternal weight, low childhood general cognition and adult physical inactivity with higher BMI are larger at the upper end of the BMI distribution, on both absolute and relative scales.
For example, effect estimates for socioeconomic position and childhood cognition were around three times larger at the 90 th compared with 10 th quantile, while effect estimates for physical inactivity were increasingly larger from the 50 th -90 th quantiles, yet null at lower quantiles. We provide potential explanations for these findings and discuss possible research and policy implications. We conclude by stating that tools such as quantile regression may be useful to better understand how risk factors relate to the distribution of health -particularly so in obesity research given conventional reliance on cut-
points -yet for other outcomes in addition given the continuous nature of population health.
Epidemiology is concerned with understanding the distribution of health in a given population-first in describing it, and second in understanding its determinants. 1 2 Yet in the majority of etiological applications, distributions are seldom of explicit focus regardless of the analytical tool used. Most papers investigating the determinants of body mass index (BMI) use either linear regression-to examine mean differences in BMI in different risk factor groups-or logistic regression-to examine if risk factor groups have higher odds of obesity. Neither of these options can straightforwardly whether risk factors are associated with differences across the distribution of the outcome in question (see Figure 1 ). Such differences may be anticipated-since the population BMI distribution has become increasingly right-skewed from the 1980s 3 4 risk factors which have contributed to this may have had a disproportionately stronger effect at the upper end of the BMI distribution (and/or simply increased in prevalence).
As noted by authors recently in the epidemiological literature, 5 quantile regression is an one analytical tool which enables investigation of risk factor-outcome associations across the outcome distribution (ie, beyond standard cut-points). The statistical underpinning has been described previously elsewhere, as have applied examples of its interpretation, and (beyond the scope of the current paper) technical work on heterogenous treatment effects. [6] [7] [8] [9] Briefly, while linear regression estimates mean differences in outcomes across risk factor groups (which are likely identical in Fig 1A and B) , and logistic regression compares odds of being above a threshold (odds ratios are both >1 in Fig 1A and Using quantile regression, we recently observed that absolute socioeconomic inequalities in children's BMI were substantially larger in higher BMI quantiles; 10 14 15 behavioral factors (physical activity, sedentary behavior, and diet 16 17 ) , and family factors (maternal BMI or exercise). 16 18 In this paper, we provide an illustrative example of this in a single dataset, provide potential explanations (substantive and methodological), and discuss potential implications for epidemiological research and policy.
Demonstration
Data are from the 1958 British Birth cohort study, a longitudinal study described in detail elsewhere, 19 with prospective risk factors data and BMI measured at 45 years. Table 1 shows associations between multiple established risk factors for high BMI: low childhood SEP (birth), high maternal weight (birth), low childhood general cognition (11y), and adult physical inactivity (42y). For each risk factor, the magnitude of associations was substantially larger at higher BMI quantiles. Associations of low SEP low cognition with higher BMI were around three times larger at the 90 th compared with 10 th quantile; effect estimates for maternal education were almost twice as large, while effect estimates for physical inactivity were null at lower quantiles and only found at higher BMI quantiles. Similar findings were found with waist circumference as an outcome, suggesting that findings are not an artifact caused by the indirect adiposity measure used (Appendix Table 1 ).
Why could risk factor-outcome associations be stronger at the upper end of the distribution?
Heterogenous (non-constant) causal effects of a single risk factor
Risk factors may have multiple contrasting causal effects on the outcome which differ across the outcome distribution. For example, low SEP has been shown to be associated with increased risk of both obesity (prevalence ~20%) and risk of thinness (prevalence ~ 6%) 20 such that quantile regression estimates might show a negative relationship with BMI at the lower part of the distribution but a positive relationship with BMI at the upper part of the distribution. Indeed, in large datasets with sufficient numbers of thin participants, quantile regression estimates show reversal of the SEP-BMI association in the lower and upper end of the BMI distribution. 13 Similarly, physical activity might reduce fat mass but increase muscle mass, 21 22 such that physical activity might be related to lower body weight at the upper part of the distribution but related to higher body weight at the lower part of the distribution (due to the primary aim or effect of exercise being muscle gain/preservation rather than fat loss). A range of environmentally-attributable risk factors may have a stronger causal effects at the upper end of the BMI distribution-a recent twin study 23 suggested that environmental effects on BMI may be stronger at the upper end, yet estimates of genetic effect stronger at the center of the distribution.
Risk factor confounding
Different effects sizes across the outcome distribution could be explained by the risk factor not measuring the construct of interest equivalently across the outcome distribution, or being confounded by other factors. For example, it is theoretically possible that individuals from low childhood social class backgrounds who have low BMI (rather than the anticipated high BMI), may in fact be a selected subset of participants who in fact are of higher SEP by some other measure (such as lower maternal education and/or family income). This would lead to spuriously weaker associations at lower quantiles matching those observed in Table 1 , driven by low correlations between the SEP indicator used and the construct of interest. We recommend that researchers test this possibility, for example by examining the convergent validity of the exposure across the outcome distribution. In our data, we did so by examining associations between father's social class at birth and maternal education across BMI quintiles-reassuringly, correlations were found across the BMI distribution and were in fact stronger at lower quantiles (Spearman's R (from lowest-highest BMI quintiles=0.41, 0.39, 0.32, 0.35, 0.25)).
Confounding by adult height is also a possibility, although an unlikely explanation for our findings; in linear regression models, height is not correlated with BMI, yet it is negatively associated at upper quantiles (Appendix Table 2 ).
Risk-factor modification
Risk factors for obesity tend to cluster and do not act in isolation. 24 Unmeasured factors may modify the effect of the risk factor and lead to larger effects at the higher end of the distribution. 
Outcome scaling
Findings could be an artefact attributable to the scale of the outcome measure used. While it is possible that a given change in risk factor has a uniform effect across the BMI distribution-for example, a given diet intervention could lead to an equivalent 5kg/m 2 loss for everyone exposed (ie, both those with average and high BMI values)-it may instead lead to a given percentage change (eg, 5%). When examined on the absolute (kg/m 2 ) scale, a diet which uniformly affects percent change in weight would seem to have a larger effect at the upper end of the distribution, yet an identical effect when examined on the relative scale (5% of BMI=20= 1; 5% of BMI=30=1.5). Thus, it seems useful to examine the risk factor and BMI association at the upper end of the distribution on both absolute and relative scales. However, we demonstrate in Appendix Tables 2-3 that associations with the risk factors used and BMI are similar when BMI is modelled in relative (logged, %) terms.
Implications and conclusions
Building on recent calls that researchers investigating descriptive trends in health examine both measures of average and distribution, 26 we recommend that, in order to better understand the determinants of the distribution of population health, tools such as quantile regression could be used more frequently in aetiological epidemiology. This applies across many outcomes since population health (physical and mental) is ultimately thought to exist on a continuum. 2 This is particularly so in obesity research, given the evidence for larger effect sizes at the upper parts of the BMI distribution and the limitations of conventional reliance on obesity cut-points, which leads to a loss of information and reduced statistical power. The uncertainty in the specific cut-points to use⎯particularly for direct measures of fat mass, and childhood BMI measures⎯is further motivation for its use.
How are understanding 'distributional' effects relevant for policy? If a risk factor has a causal effect on a health outcome, and its effect is heterogenous-with increasingly larger effects at higher values (where health is worse)-then intervening on this risk factor may have greater health benefits than anticipated than when only examined in average terms. Thus, this information may be useful to inform evidence-based policy decision-making, including on which interventions should be scaled up to promote health. Indeed, it has recently been suggested that clinical trials should report distributional changes in treatment groups in addition to reporting average differences. 27 Alternatively, a risk factor may lead to lower average BMI due to differences in the lower part of the BMI distribution; given suggestions that BMI has a J-shaped relationship with mortality, 28 
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